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J.V. Stephens
Bldg. 23, Room 240
Electrical Engineering Dept.
Power Division
Brown & Root, Inc.

P.O. Box 3
Houston, Texas 77001

Mr. Roger Mattson, Director July 31, 1979

Division of System Safety
Nuclear Regulatory Cocmission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Three-Mile Island Incident
Operator Interface

near Mr. Mattson:

The events at Three Mile Island in which 1one of the problems, according
to some sources, have been attributed to operator error and instrumentation
deficiencies led me recently to look back on some of my thoughts during
the early stages of development of IEEE-566 " Guide for the Design of
Display and Control Facilities for Central Control Rooms for Nuclear Generating
Stations".

I believe that some of these thoughts which center around the operator-
control interface could be of interest and am therefore enclosing a copy

of my letter dated May 20, 1976 and copy of an early draft of P566/D3B
March 1976. My letter of May 20, 1976 was an in-depth and lengthy review
of the P566/D3B draft in ahich I discussed 'ome of the problems that could
confront the operator during and after an accident.

On page 5 of my letter of May 20, 1976 I made a number of recommendations.
Among them the need for safety systems to be so designed to ensure that
under post accident conditions and failure of automatic systems, the operator
will never be overburdened with necessity of suddenly having to ranidly
execute a larne nu.aber of emer2ency manual coerations all needed at the
sane time - since this can only aegravate an alreadv tense situation and
increare the oossibility of an oneratinz error. Included also was the
suggestion for a vigorous analysis of expected operator actions during
the post accident period under trauma and gr eater use of simulators to
evaluate coerator performance, g
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For reasons having to do with the difficulty of consensus but more
probably with the political climate of that time none of these recommendations
ever found their way into the final text of IEEE-Std.566 " Guide for the
Design of Display and Control Facilities for Central Control Rooms for
Nuclear Generating Stations" when it was published in July 1977.

While the final analysis of the Three Mile Island accident might reveal
certain f actors only generically related to the concerns expressed in my
letter of May 20, 1976, I believe these concerns are pertinent within
the overall objective of minimizing operator error.

With this in mind I respectfully pass on to you the enclosed material
containing socc of my thoughts and concerns which may be more acceptable
in the political climate of today and may be useful to those on your staff
working on recommendations resulting from the Three Mile Island accident.

Please note the thoughts expressed in this letter are entirely my own,
are meant to be helpful, and based on considerable experience in this
area.

Your time and consideration is appreciated.

Sincerely,

M -
*

.

# /
V. Stephens

Member, IEEE Nuclear
Power Subcommittee
Phone (713) 673-514S

JVS / kam

cc: H. R. Denton, NRC
J. MacMillan, Babcock & Wilcox
W. G. Kuhns, G.P.U.
H. H. Woodson, IEEE
I. G. Easton, IEEE
J. B. Sullivan, IEEE/ PES /PGC
J. T. Boettger,IEEE/ PES /NPEC
A. J. Spurgin, IEEE/ PES /YPPCSP
E. F. Chelotti, IEEE-ANSI
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May 20, 1976

,
Mr. A. J. Spurgin
Chairman, NPPC & P, WG & SCl.2
General Atomic Company

P. O. Box 81608
San Diego, California 92138

Comments
Guide for the Design of Display and

Control Facilities for Central Control
Rooms of Nuclear Generating Stations

IEEE-P566/ Draft 3B March 1976

Dear Ter":

I have reviewed the above draft and am_ returning a copy herewith
marked up with my comments. Following is an amplification of these
comments coupled with a discussion where appropriate.

GENERAL

1) Minor errors in spelling; word omissions, and wrong word usage occurs
throughout the text. Suggested corrections are turked up on the
enclosed copy.

2) Subsection 7.6.1 Safety Svstem Status.

Needs to be reworked in its entirety.

3) Subsection 7.6.2 Redundant Displav Information.

The statement " redundant (i.e. two pressure alarms)" needs to be
carefully qualified.

4) Section 7.11 Int e rnal Security. ,

This cauld be mote explicitly stated by a slight change in wording.

5) APPENDIX - Example of Oncrator Sensarv Overload in Ooeratien of
Sa f e :v Systems.

Not the best examp3e. Needs caref ul rework.
.
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I consider the APPENDIX to be the most disturbing and shall therefore
start with this.

1) APPENDIX - 2xample of Ooerator Sensorv Overload in Operation of
Safety Systems.

The intent of this Appendix, presumably, is to show a classical
example of a situation where during or after the occurrence of an
accident, the operator or operators may suddenly be called upon
to perform a large number of operations all at once. In this

situation, considering the electrified atmosphare created by the
accident, the psychological response of the operator at that time,
the possible need under certain circemstm ces to act quickly
with'a sense of i= mediacy - could, conct ivably lead to an operating
error of serious proportions. It .s the fundamental objective

of our docu=ent to provide guidelines for the organization, inte-
gration and coordination of all controls and displays for use by
the operator so as to facilitate his ability to operate the plant
efficiently and more importantly, to reduce to the greatest extent
practical any potential for operator error by considering possibly,
among other situations, the very example postulated in the Appendix.

The example,unfortunately, lls down in several ways. The state-
ment " simultaneous operator manual action" in the second paragraph
of the example obviously implies that all the events Nos. 1 through
10 could occur so close together in time as to overload the operators
with too many tasks to perform practically all at the same time.
Even though it is true that events could proceed in an unforseen
way (in which case, if it is unforseen, I don't know what we can
do about it, because a certain amount of "forseeing" is basic to
the design process) it is extremely hard to imagine, even with the
most sy= pathetic stretch of the imagination that all these events
could possibly occur around the same time. If they did, it could

only be the result of a series of incredible fortuitous events that
not even the NRC, I believe, have ever postulated in their design
reviews, or alternatively, the end result of extremely irresponsible
design.

While on the subject of design you know as well as I do that it is
not possible to produce the perfect design of information and
control systems to perfectly satisfy every event postulated. The

perfect design of say an arrangement of control and display systems
to perfectly satisfy event A may conflict with the perfect design
requirements to perfectly satisfy event B, C, or D, etc. depending
on the number and different type of events postulated and considered
in the design. Of course, there are certain DBE's that must be
designed against and = cans must also designed to limit their
consequences should they occur. Aside from the ecchanical systems,
in our case we have an orderly arrangement of display and control
devices whien would enable the operator to perform functions with
minimum potential for crror even when he is in a state of shock
or still recovering from it.

-)ba (i f6 :if i
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However, there are a number of events which, while possible, are so
improbable that to atte=pt to organize our control and display facili-
ties around it with the objective of minimizing as much as possible

the sacrificeany potential for operator error could only be done at
of other arrangements suited for more possible events. Therefore,

design consists of compromises and trade-of f s as for example where an
arrange =ent of control and display devices for say, three specified
Design Basis Events could give a confidence f actor of say 90%, 95%, and 99%
of f reedom f rom operator error, other events much lower in the scale
of probabilities and consequences will necessarily have to tolerate
confidence factors of a lower order.

In the example given, emphasis should be more on good plant design to
assure that all the events listed to not occur around the sa=c time
than on how we can organize our control and display systems to help
him cope with a situation which is so incredible as to be close to the
realm of impossibility. My reasons for this viewpoint is based on the
considerable dif f erences in expected elapsed ttne between the even s
postulated. For example:

a) Event 4 - Switchover from ECCS water tank to reactor
containment buildine sumo.

A time period of something in the order of 20-40 minutes
would clapse af ter the onset of the accident before the
tank would be depleted to the point of requiring manual
ar automatic transf er to the containment sump. This

time period will vary somewhat, depending on the severity
of the break, whether sprays are in operation, aad whether
all or only a portion of the redundant safety injection
trains are running. I have checked with some of the PWR
plants that I have worked on in the past and also with some
of our nuclear people. The opinion is that 20-40 minutes
is an order of magnitude fairly representative of PWR plants
in this country. What 1 am saying here is that this event is
one that involves a time period, af ter the accident, of minutes
or at the most hours , whereas events No. 's ' or 8 if they occur
vill take place generally at least s eve ra.' days after the ac-
cident. Thus, the incongruity of the assumption that events
No. 's 4, 7 and 8 could occur so close together in time as to
strain the manual capabilities of the operators.

%hile on this subject, I would mention that 1 think there is
a trend towards automatic rather than =anual realignment of
suction valves to the containment susp, although some plants
may have only the manual feature. The event described in the

that itexample should therefore be qualified to the extent
indicates manual transfer where the system is either manual,
or, if automaric, where the automatic system f ailed.

-
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b) Event 7 - Replenishment of diesel fuel and makeuo of
cooline water.

From IEEE-308-1974 page 8, Section 5.2.4 (6) Energy
Storage, it can be seen that sufficient stored energy
(fuel) must be available at the site to operate standby
power sources (diesels) at accident loads for a period
of which the minimum is not less than (7) seven days.
That is to say that as a minimum, (7) seven days of fuel
supply must be available at the site. Admittedly, a
situation could arise in which, because of a violation
of co=pany procedures or tecnnical specifications, only
a few hours or few days supply of fuel was available
at the time of the accident at which time of course all
offsite power supplies was lost. But I do not think this
was the intent behind the example. What I have tried

to point out here is the sheer improbability of a
coincidental situation requiring operator action to
replenish diesel fuel which is normally donc days af ter
the accident, with the switchover of the ECCS water
tank to the containment sump which occurs either manually
or automatically after 20 or 40 minutes or at the most
a matter of hours after the accident. In regard to the

cooling-water I am not sure what this means. Presumably
it means engine jacket cooling water.

c) Event 8 - Start H Recombiner System.

Again the time at which a switchover from the ECCS tank
to the sump is needed, and the time at which the genera-
tion of hydrogen in the containment will have reached
a level requiring activation of the recombiner are so far
apart that it would be incredible to think that the two
events could occur even approximately around the same
time, leave alone si=ultaneously. On some of the PWR
plants that I have checked, the elapsed time after the
occurrence of an accident when activation of the recombiner
is needed is calculated to be something between 5-15 days.
This again, contrasts with the time to switchover from
the ECCS Tank to the sump which at most is measured in
hours rather than days.

Tony, I have tried here, as best I can, to bring to your attention
the implausibility of all the events indicated in the example occurring
at the same time. It is true that a possibility exists where the time
to manually replenish diesel fuel and the time to activate the recombiner
could occur approximately around the same time since for,cach event we

are talking in terms of days.

509 247
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However, even here we must grant the operators a certain amount of
intelligence. Where several days have elapsed after the a:cident and,
assuming the accident is under control, then it is reasonable to assume
that the operators have sufficiently recovered from the shock to
have their wits about them to monitor the trend of hydroger generation
and the rate of fuel depletion by means of instruments available in the
control room some if which form part of the Post Accident Monitoring
System. Thus, the operators will plan their operations. They may
start replenishing fuel in the diesel tank a day or so before it is
depleted - they anticipate and try to take prior action rather than
wait for everything to come to a head at the sa=c ti=e.

There are other questionable events in the example shown in the
Appendix but it would take me too long to discuss them here. However,

the Appendix does have some very positive aspects in that it brings to
mind somewhat, forcibly, the crucial need to consider certain require-
ments which have been conspicuously omitted from our document.

f As I see it these are:

(i) The need to include somewhere within our document criteria
to the effect that the desien of safety systams shall
ensuretothek)ximumextent practical that cost accident
events desiened to recuire manual actions bv the control

{
room operators shall be so soaced in time to obviate the~

necessity of a larce number of manual operations at any

one given time.
I l

J

(ii) The need to include within the document recoc=endations to l
the effect that an analysis should be made of exoected
operator actions durine the post accident oeriod usine time
as a base. There could be several analyses based on the

postulated DBE's.
i
I

: (iii) The need to include some words within our document on the
advisability of censidering the ure of a simulator and/or
mockup arrancement early in the desien to evaluate the

1 performance of both the operator and the control and display
If interface for both accident and post accident conditions.

If after reviewing these rather critical cocments you decide that
you still vish to retain the Appendix, I will strongly suggest that the
events described bc more plausibly related time-wise. They should have
a reasonable possibility of occurring within the first (24) twenty-four
hours after the accident. It will be during this period that, I should
think, that the operators will still be under severe emotional strain
with possibly more potential for operator error rather than several
days after the event, by which time they might have got used to the
idea or alternatively gotten to hell out of it.

.
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IIf this Appendix is unchanged it will be a serious flaw to what
think is generally a good document. A pity, indeed, considering the
persevering efforts and infinite patience expended by yourself and
others during the nearly three years of development and preparation
of this document.

Since it would be unfair to expect any one member to put together
such an Appendix unaided, I would suggest that you call together a
small number of me=bers of the group knowledgeable in the operations
required during accident and post accident conditions so that a revised
Appendix could be prepared as a joint effort. The revised Appendix

should have a clear ourpose and relevancy to the document in that it
should advocate, recommend or reauire the system designer to consider,
analyse, reduce the potential, or try to do somethine about such a
hypothetical situation (i.e. forsee it) early in the design stage.

The only alternative is to leave the Appendix out altoget: 2r.

2) Page 14 - Section 7.11 Internal Security.

The existing wording does not sound right. Three alternatives are
shown on the marked up copy.

3) Page 13 - Subsection 7.6.2 Redundant Display Information.

Third Sentence:

"These alternate sources of confirming information can be in the
form of redundant (i.e., two pressure alarms) cr diversified (i.e. ,
one breaker tripped alarm and one low pressure alarm or indication)
in f o rmation. "

Cocment:

a) The "one breaker trioned alarm and one low pressure alarm .",. .

is excellent as corroborating information. This is because we

are dealing with cause and effect which are logically as well
as sequentially related. The breaker feeds power to the motor

which drives the pump which raises the pressure in the fluid.
A low pressure indication with the breaker still closed could
possibly be a ruptured pipe or maybe a faulty pressure switch.
But a low pressure alarm accompanied by an open breaker not only
confirms the fact of low pressure but also tells the operator

"why" the pressure is low. Why the breaker tripped could be
another =atter. The point is that the information the operator
has received is pretty reliable i.e. that there is definitely

low pressure in the system.

b) Unlike the " breaker tripped alarm and low pressure alarm", the
statement in the first part of the section under. review 1.c.
"can be in the form of redundant (i.e. two pressure alarms)"

509 249 ;
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can cause problems unless clarified. There is .n point of fact

no confirming information at all if one of the pressure alar =s
indicate say, low pressure and the other is passive. Which of

these two is he to believe? It is plausible that the one that

indicates low pressure is the true situation and the one that was
passive the result of a defective pressure switch. Alt e rna tively

the one that indicates low pressure could be the result of a

spurious signal. The operator in this case would have to
verify the situation by looking at other indicators if related
to the system under observation. In the end he might have to

send somebody out to investigate. Clearly tais does not lend it-

self to rapid verification. As a minimum, I should think you
need either three indicacors or pressure alarms with operation
of two or more to verify the situation or, one pressure alarm
which can be activated only by two or more pressure switches to
avoid false indication by spurious operation of oae switch. This

is, of course, the well known 2 out of 3 concept.

4) Pace 12 & 13 - Subsection 7.6.1 Safety Svstem Status

I appreciate that it is not easy to do full justice to R.C. 1.47 and
IEEE-279 in a couple of ser.tences, however, the wording in Subsection
7.6.1 which is based on the foregoing does leave so=ething to be de-
sired. The first and third sentences of this section seem to be saying

the same thing. The second is superfluous. The fourth and fif th sen-

tences appear to contain the basic message. In the sixth sentence, the

inclusion of, ". more than once a vear" in a document of such broad.

scope as ours, seems questionabic. I cannot precise but if I can get
the time, I will try to work up a substitute.

5) One last item which is mor- of an in* resting observation than anything
else. Compare the follow: -

a) Page 5 - Subsection 4.3 Displays (our document)

Devices which convey information to the operator.

b) IEEE 308-1974 - Pace 5 Sectica 3 Definitions

Indicators. Devices that display infermation to the operator.

The unfortunate point about our definition is that it does not
say that the information conveyed to the operator is by video
means which is the quintessence of a display. An evacuation
horn in a plant, which by itself is purely an audio form of
information, does convey information to the operator and is also
a device - but it certainly is not a display as the words of the
definition in our document would have you believe.

.

SU; m -
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I hope these comments will be of assistance. Best regards.

Sincerely,

A
J. V. Stephens
Staff Manager - Elcetrical
Power Engineering

JVS/nl

cc: J. R. Hall
W. G. Schwart:
R. A. Sclu:2itter
D. Tondi

.
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April 26, 1976

J .V. G pen c .
Members of the P.566 Workinc Grouc

Please find attached a copy of the latest draft of the P.566 document.
Ple m would you review the copy for errors and areas of the document
that have been added since our last meeting in Florida. h'e have
already taken a vote on the remaining portions of the document and the
vote was unanimous. The sections tnat have been altered are:

7.6.1 Safety System Status

7.6.2 Redundant Display Information

7.10 Communications

7.11 Internal Security

Appendix

In discussicns with C. Chiappetta, we have decided to see whether we
can get the document approved at the next N.P.E.C. meeting. In order
to achieve this objective, all the ballots should be returned from
the non-voting r.;teters, the CC=ents should be resolved in terms of
what is now contained in the Draft D38.

I will be askina some of you to try to get the ballots returned and
others to resolve coments'. I will be sending out a letter on this
shortly. Please let me have your co=ents as soon as possible on the
document. The document should be in the NFEC members hands.20 days
before the next meeting, which is 3-4-5 of August in San Diego.

Yours sincerely.

/c y
A. J. Spurgin

.
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CC. C. Chiaccetta
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Guide for the Design of Display

and Control acilitjfor Central Control Roces
of Nucir ar Power Cencrating Stations

Foreword.

The nuclear power plant control room is che central location of the
operator-power generation interface. It is the location where the plant

operating personnel must make decisions and take actions necessary to
ensure the safe, efficient operation of the plant.

The assignment of functions to an operator, the type, layout and acces-
sibility of the necessary information and action devices, the design for

**hthe comfort and protection of the operator, and the degree - -.< : . - - - ~ .

automatic control is utili:2d cust all be establishedhecogUnac the
response capabilities of th( op trator, so as to optimize the use of his
judgeraent as a valuable resosrce.-

.

The selection of specific display and control equipment as well as the
determination of infor .2 tion for=ats and control switchboard layouts has

traditionally been and undoubtedly will continue to be largely the pre-
rogative of the individual user. Also, the technical cperating require-

ments for individual plant syste=s are deter =ined and established largely
by the individual system designers. There fo re , the successful integration
of the require:nents into a coordinated desi;n that will meet operating and
regulatory objectives requires that co=:non guidelines be generated to guide
all involved designers in =aking necessary selections and decisions. It is

to this end that this docu=ent sets forth such guidelines.

'Ihe co=dttee recognizes that the =cthod of dealing with functional

classification of displays and controls is important. Table 1 of the

document is one of several methods which the designer may use to classify

509 &
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and group the various centrol room displays and controls. Investigations

were made by the committee in an effort to quantify the relative values of
various types of controls :nd displays. The committee reco= mends that a

systematic approach to determine the classification of the control and
display facilities be used. gg[]{

The sc=bers of the working group at the time of develcpment of document

were:

Chairman, A. J. Spurgin

O. M. Andersen R. A. Palmer

C. L. Cobler D. S. Peikin
W. A. Coley R. J. Reiman

R. S. Darke U. F. Reischel

J. R. Hall R. M. Reyme rs

D. A. Hansen D. C. Richardson

W. Kcrchner R. A. Schedtter
[J. V. St_cphensG. Lilly

~-

J. A. List M. D. Sulouff

J. Owen . V . D . Tho ma s

R. W. Park W. E. Wilson
P. Woodard

.
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1.0 SCOPE

This docu=cnt establishes guidelines to be used by power plant system
designers in celecting information and control devices to be made available
in the central control root, and in determining how and where they shall be
made available so that they can most reliably and quickly be used by the
operator. The guide addresses the functional requirements of the informa-
tion syste=s, controls and displays, but not the selection of specific
devices or equipment. It does not apply to the physical design of the
control room enclosure or structures mounted therein.

2.0 PURPOSE

To provide uniform guidelines for the functional selection, coordination
and organization of control and information systems in a nuclear power
plant central control ream.

3.0 REFERENCES

The reference section is divided into two parts, the first contains the

references mentioned in this document, and the second contains a set of

related references to which reference is not made.

3.1 Specific to Document

%- Cnh.a 7 s-
I Protection Systems for Nuclear Power GeneratingIEEE 279-1971

C N D O [ d-Statiens
/ e ca

IEEE 308-1974 i Class IE 21 _ ckSystems for Nuclear Power;

Generating Stations

3.2 Other References

NRC cncral Design Criteria (10CFR50, Appendix A)

.

EfO 9GOiJU/ Lsu
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C+,h l a Instr =antatica =d Centreic

Ceibm Control Poem.

IEEE Standards and Guides

1971 Installation, Inspecticn and Testing Requirements

for Instrumentation and Electric Equipment during

336 the Construction of Nuclear Power Generating

S tations ,

/ 338-1975 Criteria for the Period Testing of Nucicar Power
v

Generating S:.ation Cics r and Protection

a/.SamuSystems g
'

/ 384-1974 Tria se Standard Criteria for Separation of

Clac sI '. Equipment and Circuits

420-1973 Tri se Guide for Class IE Control Switchboards

for Nuclear Pcuer Generating Stations

ANS Standards

ANSI li660 Criteria for Safety Related Operator Actions

(Document is still in the review process)

.
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4.0 DEFINITIONS /nS7an7an e.MS

4.1 Availability
.

Relates to the ccessibility of information to the operator on
_

an hnstbatecQ " sequenced" or as " called for" basis. It is

not the intention of this document to address hardware (system)

availability.

4.2 Central Control Roca
v

A continuously manned, protected enclosure from which actions
are normally taken to oy rate the nuclear generating statien
under normal and abnormal conditiens,

,p M h4.3 Displaysy o,

Devices which convey information to the operator.

4.4 Emergency Operations Area (s)

.

A functional area (s) allocated for the displays used to assess
the status of safety systems ani che controls for manual opera-
tions required during c=crgcncy situations.

4.5 Functicnal Area

A location or locations designated within the centrol room to
-

'

whicF Q w k relating to a specific function or functions
are assigned.

f <$ $~+

*dP n / YceK =7 a~awaa F
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4.6 Information

Data describing the status and performance of the plant.

4.7 Normal Operations Area h ol-enG r/ .

A functional area allocated for those displays and controls
necessary for th tasks f r://ci f e}'"Fnec{ during planto

----:_; i -1 -

startup, shutdown and power operation modes.

4.8 Operating Mode

The nuclear power plaat modes as defined by the technical
specifications for the plant.

4.9 operator

A person licensed to operate the plant.

4.10 ..afe ty System

The~collecticn of systems which perform to =1tigate the
consequences of design basis events.

4.11 Supporting Operations Area (s)

F nctional area (s) allocated for. supporting plant control and
display func tions that are required infrequently.

'

509 261
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5.0 DESIGN BASES

5.1 Cencral
_

The design bases for the control and display facilities in the
central control rocn should be established and documented,

before beginning the detailed contrcl room design. This

establishes the bases for =aking design decisions as well as

making judgenents on the appropriateness and adequacy of
information and its presentation. eMA O /EA- Oh b
anci 7$eJk C H C n 7 a ft e r L .

5.2 content

The following are examples of items to be considered as part of
the design bases. The design bases need not be limited to the=a

items:

5.2.1 The operating modes for which the central control room
display and control f acilities should be designed.

.

5.2.2 The number of operators and the responsibilitics

assigned to them under each operating mode.

5.2.3 The functional areas, into which the control roce is to

be organized, these may include the nor=al, emergency
and supporting operaticas areas.

Note, these functicnal areas need not be physically
separate.

5.2.4 The basis for grouping of display and centrol devices
within any functional area.

5 09 - |:6 2
7
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5.2.5 The limiting nu=be* of display devices, by type, esta-

blished as a design goal for each functional area of the
PLwW

control roca d ~'' M to eucM operator sensory satu-

ration.(ih example of sensory overload is contained in
the Appendix.) ~

.

5.2.6 A listing of the safety related display and control
instrumentation (including Post Accident Monitoring

instrumentation) for which specific requirements are

already established by regulatory requirenents, industry
standards and/or safe r ' analysis reports.

5.2.7 The requirenents which are mandated by, or directed by,
user company policies and/or contracts.

dk &cpornc56
5.2.8 Th ( '' :-' r H relationshi St be used for design of

the control boards.

5.2.9 The list of funcriens, which are shared between the

central control roem and the renote shutdown facility,,

'

the status of which are to be displayed at both

locations.

5.2.10 The sequence of events for the postulated design bases
events.

.

5.2.11 Data to be used for trend and historical racord
purposes.

.

8
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6.0 USAGE ANALYSIS g

The designer should establish and document a sys c=atic method for deter-
mining the avsilability, priority, importance, location of the control
devices and displays.

Thc following ite=s should be considered:

a) Plant systens

b) Operating modes

c) Frequency of use

d) Response time

e) Safety classification

f) The grouping of displays and control devices in an cperational
area.

.

g) Special requirements

One systematic approach is depicted by use of Table 1. The designer, in

this apprcach, first lir all the plant systems and completes the tabu-
lation for each system. Each control device and display within a specific

system, is then listed in a separate tabulation and the apprcpriate deter-
mination of usage made. When such a system is properly applied and the
results analy:cd, patterns vfil e=erge to assist the designer in the physi-
cal allocation of switchboard space and assign =ents of operator controls
and displays.. Ccmpliance with the design basis should be obtained.

509 264
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, MJ . .7.0 FUNCTIONAL PIQUIREMENTS

7.1 cencral

The operator Pbc considered as enu part f an integrated

system that is ncet. or.J;he propc and 'fficient operation
x /

of a nucicar power plant. The sysdie e designed so that

the operator can monitor the status gf/the plant. and take
/-

actions necessary to control the7 plant. p-

/ C /C+n =

, , '7.2 Display Facilitics
,

'

In support f'the operator needs, the control room csigner

g% arrange the display facilities so that the operator can
readily the c'isplays and analy::e the status of any

N
system. %

%

M-
7.2.1 Availability: As appropriate, the operatorg hould)have

information and controls available on a "dedd ated,"
/

" intermittent - periodic" or "Intermitte$t - as called
' for" basis. The need for information to be displayed

and its availability to the operator depends on: (1)
theconsequenceoftheoperat$rnot taking corrective
action, (2) the important$ of the data to the operator
indeterminingtheplabtstatus, (3) the degree of auto-

mation to be usep,'in control @h,
7 SVc7

design and (4) the ,se

of such displ y techniques as " display by exception."

7.2.2 Readabi ty and Comprehension: The display equipment

provide neans to facilitate operator comprehen-
sion. These include consistent use of the following:

(i)Physicaldifferentiatienofdatawhichispresented,
using such techniques as color coding, si::e, shape; 11)
Formats keyed to and consistent with the physical repre-
sentation usca, e.g., a vertical bar indicator

DU/ m
10
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/ p

for levr * , lii) Graphic displays forg flov diagrams,'

b
,

electric one lines, bar charts, etc.

7.2.3 Abnormal Conditions: The operator should be alerted to

abnormal or unsafe conditions or significant changes in

the plant, its process systems and/or safety systems.-

7.2.3.1 Alares - The alarm function should not be
restricted solely to deviatiens of ceasured

variables beyond specific limits, but rather

should be, to the greatest extent po ssible ,
based on a true abnormal condition or indicated
action (e.g., low oil pressure on a shaft

driven oil pump on a condensate booster pump
should be alarmed only when the booster pump is-

in servic e) .
.

7.2.3.2 system !bdes -- Continuous or automatic display _

a[f]of information, including alarms, should be 5

terminated or suppressed during modes of opera-- .

- tion when it would be meaningless, due to

changes 16 the operating mode (such as startup,

power operation, shutdown, etc.) so that infor-

mation priority for the current mode of

operation can be readily assessed.

7.2.3.3 Limit !!onitorine - In addition to normal equip-

ment protective limits, plant operational lim-

its imposed by governmental agencies and by

plant administrative procedures must be moni-
tored by the operator. Provisions must be made

to facilitate $ro requirements.

&I |Cmenhisch cf 's.d

W
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nihe -r .Vr 4 w %Id 4c rjd
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7.3 centrol Facilities b@ W
.

The operator require control devices that enable him to take
the actions as dictat d by plant or system needs. This includes

manual control during ertain phases of plant operation.

(Note: Plant operating recedures specifying operator response

to alar =s will be readily available to the operator.)

7.4 Device and Display Identifi scion

Ident1Fication of control and 1 splay functions should be easily
associated with the physical devices being monitored or con-
trolled. Where alpha numeric identification systems are used,
they should be supplenentary to a narrative description.

7.5 conventien for control Devices

A convention shall be established to previde consistency in the

operation of controls that perform similar functions, e.g.,

control switches are to be turned clockwise to ' close. '*

7.6 Diplay and Control Fr.cilities - Special

Special requirements such as Safety Surveillance, Post Accident
Monitoring and Remote Shutdown shall be considered in usage

analysis described in Section 6.

.

7.6.1 Safety System Status: The operator should be autecati-
,

Ogo cally informd by means of a display systen of the bypass
or deliberately induced inoperability of systems which
could affect the safety status of the plant. This system

;

apS F|'OTM;}! F j i ;1 .D!
-) 7

JuM| y p ;. s. .
.
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will be used to enhance the normal plant ad=inistrative
r

procedures. Automatic indication of the bypass at the
system level or deliberately induced inoperability of the
protection system shall be provided. The indication sys-

tem should also be activated by the bypass or deliber-
ately induced inoperability of any auxiliary or sup-c

All' porting system, which effectively bypasses or renders
inoperable the protection systen or system actuated orl i

controlled by the protection system. Each system level

indicator (or indication) of the display system shall be
capable of manual initiation from the cent;al control

'Ihis display should be used for those protectionroom.

systems for which the act of bypassing n being rendered
inoperative occur more than once a yearj In accordance ]

# with the general requirement (see Section 7.2.3.2) thatg
$t.f the operator not be subject to confusing information,

The display should only be activated when the protretionj

system or comienent is expected to be available.

7.6.2 Redundant Disoliv Inforration: The operator's ability to
reliably interpret inforration will be af fected by the
availability of alternative sources of confirming inf or-

i )W $. 7sud Yl0[&
mation. Certain : nfermation pertaining to safety related

aQ rystems must be re.tdily available in redundant forn such,g fd g pu j,,

$nce of anQ v m 'SS n
f ,g hat the operator can rapidly verify th exists-7 p' s

gaJm, -y- unsafe condition er trend. These alternate sources of
d*% ' confirming inf ormation can be in the f or--I M g[':, d

h b ,fd .c., two pressere . c1 versified (i.e., one.r

/ ' b ,, f /,f , s breaker tripped alara and one icw pressure alarm or indi-M' .
f

CUI g d ; '- y's
~~

.a cation) information. To ensure that the operator uses

f Vs/; )$1 *s
d i both sources of information to reliably interpret the7 ry

j!sh'|.,ty si[d#
infor=ation, the dev1ccs should have the same i=portance.

n.{ m -

a .-
8 l) % i , %. . c / p'cU'i0- G3* wum
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7.7 Area Arrangement

The Normal Operations area should be centrally arranged within
the control room to provide the operator with surveillance and
access capability to other operating areas within the control
room. The Emergency Operations area should be readily acces-
sible and visible from from the normal operations area. This

area should not be in a separate room or enclosure from the

Normal Operations area.

7.3 Device Arrangement

Individual devices or groups of individual devices should be
arranged to minimize operator motion including changes in
direction of vision.

'

7.9 Equipment or System Status

Consideration should be given to provide indication when non-
sfety related is taken out of service for maintenance, cali-

bration, inspection and when it is returned to service.

7.10 Communications

Reliable neans of comnunication between the operator and various

internal and external bodics, such as plant security, are

required. The methods provide shc 1 tot divert the operator

from his principal duties. s k>Jd ||>.
7.11 Internal Security

Where display and alarm devices are provided within the central
control room to alert the operator to unauthorized entry in:o

.

14 ^ ' O.r O;7 zO/,
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vitc1 areas, the devices should be clearly differentiated from
any devices provided for plant functions by color, arrangement
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i i/ j i i n f o rru t t on Displayed'

e
s / tl

-

d i i System Status - Normal.$ T I E Sfill '
-

t .) Con f. f System Status - Alarm1Engc. s,

If_S t <
.r , ( fesguence of Action (Alarms or Corrponent Status - Normaln<,tn

I Control) Corrponent Status - Alarm .

C
(1) NOTE: Safety Systeri Avalle5:lliy.,

t'ajor Evaluation Criteria for Plant Shutdown
* Corponent Availability,

CcTponents, devices and System Shutdown Operating Parameter Display
Parar ters may advantageously Start-Standby L irni t tion t t o r i ng.

'd include additional items such as:= Ninor Consequence Post A;cident P.an i to ri ng
'J None Pespanse to Oper. Reg. for Info

Operator Action guidance"

a

NOTE: TilIS TABLE IS TYPICAL. X usage by the operator

/ major evaluation criteriab
m
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APPENDIX

L over bun /en

Example of Operator ory Over in Operation of Safety Systems
A >

An operator's performance cannot be accurately predicted particularly when
h } under stress. The operation of the plant protection systems mustg
therefore for the most part be independent of cperator-initiated action
during upset conditiens. On the other hand, the memory, reasoning and
decision-making capability o f the operator should be utilized to the
maximum extend possible to aug=ent plant operation.

Examples of required perator manual action during a plant
incident condition in a R;R could be as envisioned below. Even though a

conservative analysis indicated tolerability of the worst possible scquence
of events, the actual sequence might proceed in an unforeseen way.

1) Scicction of =cde of operation of high or low precsure ECCS pumps

2) Reduction of dicsci load

3) Routing of residual heat removal system to the ccatainment 20 t;0 T'J
J,,o

\/ [pF'? gsf .c -
ebuilding spray headers.

$ unC' P
4) Switchover from ECCS water tank to reactor containment bui'iding

& -
-

p W. Edg adate AEnTe 440 s/ % v @.]

5) Control rod manipulationy
T

6) Restoring spent fuel cooling 509 272
'
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p a'* .

*
p

V

r -

7) .cnishment o f dicsci fuel nd makeup of ceoling teater

a- , ,a ,r a/ - g.s -48) Start 11 Recombiner System g

f $1}W'O *2

9) Start containment building air purification and cleanup

10) Auxiliary feedpump auction tr..nsfer.
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